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Abstract

One of the underlying assumptions of classical choice theory is that the presented

choice set is the same as what the agent indeed considers while deciding. However,

marketing literature provides well-established evidence that consumers do not consider

all brands in a given market before making a purchase decision. Instead, they restrict

their attention to only a subset of it and then undertake a more detailed analysis of

the reduced sets of alternatives. Building on this idea, we model individuals who are

able to pay attention to only a subset of the choice problem presented to them. Within

this smaller set, a decision maker is rational in the standard sense and she chooses

the maximal element with respect to her preference. We show that from the observed

behavior we can derive which alternatives individuals pay attention to and according

to which preference they maximize.
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1 Introduction

Revealed preference is one of the most influential ideas in economics, which has been applied

in a number of areas of economics such as consumer theory.1 According to the standard

revealed preference theory, x is revealed to be preferred to y if and only if x is chosen when

y is also available (Gul and Pesendorfer (2008)) and any choice reversals, observed both

empirically and experimentally, have been attributed as irrational since the they cannot be

expressed as a maximizing of a preference.

The revealed preference argument relies on an implicit assumption of the choice theory

that DM considers all the presented alternatives. Although DM prefers x to y, she may

still choose y when x is present simply because she does not realize that x is also available

(Hausman (2008)). In such a situation, although the decision maker behaves seemingly

irrational, the DM may be rational within her bounded understanding of what is available.2

For example, while using a search engine, DM may only pay attention to the alternatives

appearing in the first page of the results since it takes too much time to consider all the

search results. If her most preferred item, x, is not in the first page, then she picks the best

alternative only within those in the first page, y. However, she will choose x when some of

the items become unavailable and x moves to the first page.

In this paper, we provide the choice theoretical foundation for maximizing a single pref-

erence relation under limited attention. In our model, the DM picks her most preferred item

from the alternatives she pays attention, not from the entire feasible set.3 Most importantly,

we illustrate how one can deduce both her preference and the alternatives to which she pays

attention and inattention.

The notion of consideration set4 has been extensively studied in marketing and finance

literatures. It has been demonstrated that individuals are faced with an immense amount

1Varian (2006) is a nice survey of revealed preference analysis.
2As argued in Aumann (2005), this behavior is still considered rational since he is picking the best

alternative under her limited information of what is available (see also Simon (1957)).
3Of course, if DM pays attention to all the alternatives among which she is going to choose, then she acts

rational in the sense of the classical model of choice.
4The marketing literature calls the alternatives that DM pays attention in his choice process as the

consideration set (Wright and Barbour (1977)).
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of product information and a relatively large number of alternative. Since most individuals

have neither the cognitive abilities nor resources required to effectively process all available

information relevant to a particular choice occasion, they do not pay attention to all the

available alternatives. For example, a shopper in a supermarket needs to select from 285

varieties of cookies, 85 flavors and brands of juices, 230 different soups and 275 varieties of

cereal (Schwartz (2005)). Abundance of choice also creates difficulty in financial decisions

such as how to invest 401(k) plans among hundreds of funds or deciding on health insurance

provider, premium, deductible and coverage amounts. Due to cognitive limitations, the DM

cannot pay attention to all the available alternatives. As Simon (1957) pointed out being

able to consider all possible alternatives is as hard as comparing them for decision makers.

Therefore, a DM with a limited cognitive capacity, such as unawareness as demonstrated

in Goeree (2007)5, restricts the attention to only a small fraction of the objects present in

the associated market (Stigler (1961); Pessemier (1978); Chiang et al. (1998)).6 Lavidge

and Steiner (1961) presented awareness of an item as a necessary condition to be in the

consideration set. However, in some choice environments, individuals might be aware of a

lot of products but they do not consider all of them for purchase. Therefore, the consideration

set can be smaller than the awareness set. Indeed, Jarvis and Wilcox (1977) shows that while

the average number of known products may vary a lot for different class of products, the

average size of the consideration set is three to eight products.

A sizable amount research has been conducted on the formation of the consideration set

in behavioral research in marketing (Hauser and Wernerfelt (1990); Roberts and M.Lattin

(1991)). The common property is that when an alternative that is not paid attention to

becomes unavailable, the consideration set remains the same. We interpret this property as

the minimal condition and call the consideration sets satisfying this property as attention

filter.

5How unawareness alters the behavior of the DM has been studied in various contexts such as game
theory (Heifetz et al. (2007); Ozbay (2008)), and contract theory (Filiz-Ozbay (2008))

6Also In financial economics, it is shown that investors reach a decision within their limited attention
(Huberman and Regev (2001)). Similar examples can be found in job search (Richards et al. (1975)),
university choice (see Dawes and Brown (2005); Laroche et al. (1984); Rosen et al. (1998)), and airport
choice (Basar and Bhat (2004)).
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This property is normatively appealing especially when (i) a DM pays attention to all of

items she is aware of, and (ii) she is unaware that she is unaware of other items. If she is not

only unaware of a particular alternative but also she is not at all aware that she overlooks

some item. Then, even when this alternative is removed, such a change will not be recognized

by her, so her consideration set must stay the same.

In addition, the property is also satisfied when the formation is based on some decision

heuristics, such as paying attention only to N-most advertised or the products appearing

in the first page of search results. Interestingly, the property is also appealing in the other

extreme case where the DM is perfectly rational in the sense that she chooses the set of

alternatives which are worthwhile to consider by calculating the expected values including

the cost of search and investigation. Assume she chooses a particular set, A, as her consid-

eration set and x is some alternative outside of A. Then, for any alternative, the marginal

contribution to A is not affected when x becomes unavailable, so is the consideration set.

Under this structure7, one can elicit the DM’s preference whenever a choice reversal is

observed. To see this, assume that she chooses x but removing y changes the choice. This

can happen only when her attention span has changed. This is impossible if she had not

paid attention to y, hence y must have been considered (Revealed Attention). Given the

fact that x is chosen while y draws her attention, we conclude that she prefers x over y

(Revealed Preference). In sum, whenever her choices changes as a consequence of removing

an alternative, the initially chosen alternative is preferred to the removed one.

Choice with attention filter accommodates several frequently observed behaviors that can-

not be captured by the standard choice theory. Attraction Effect, Cyclical Choice, Choosing

Pairwisely Unchosen are some of the examples in that regard.8 We will discuss them in turn.

Attraction Effect:

The attraction effect refers to a phenomenon where adding an inferior alternative to the

7Without any structure on the formation of the consideration sets, of course any choice behavior can be
rationalized by any preference (Hausman (2008)).

8These anomalies are also studied in Cerepanov et al. (2008).
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choice set affects the choice.9 Lehmann and Pan (1994) experimentally show that introduc-

ing new products causes the attraction effect particularly by affecting the composition of

consideration sets. Our model provides an explanation for the attraction effect in line with

their findings.

For illustration purposes, suppose that there are two options x and y between which

trade-off is close, but if she does a careful and detailed examination, the DM can conclude

that x is better than y. Now imagine that a third option z that is clearly dominated by y but

not by x becomes available. It gives a reason to skip the costly comparison between x and y

by claiming that y dominates one item but x does not. Thus, she chooses y from {x, y, z},

which will generate a typical attraction effect choice pattern with three alternatives:

c(x, y, z) = y, c(x, y) = x, c(y, z) = y, c(x, z) = x.

Furthermore, the attraction effect can be generalized to accommodate more than three

alternatives.10 Particularly, introduce a new alternative t that which is clearly dominated

by x but not by y. In this case, we have the following choice pattern:

c(x, y, z, t) = x, c(x, y, z) = y, c(x, y) = x.

Here, as in the previous example, Then, she loses the reason to disregard x because x also

dominates one other item. Therefore, when {x, y, z, t} is presented, the DM pays attention

to x and chooses x as she was choosing x from {x, y}.11

Cyclical Choice

May (1954) provides the first experiment where cyclical choice patterns are observed.

Choice cycles have been demonstrated in many different choice environments, such as Tver-

9This phenomenon is well-documented and robust in behavioral research in marketing (Huber et al. (1982);
Huber and Puto (1983); Tversky and Simonson (1993); Lehmann and Pan (1994)), including in choice among
monetary gambles (Wedell (1991)), political candidates (Pan et al. (1995)), and job candidates (Highhouse
(1996)), environmental issues (Bateman et al. (2005)), medical decision making (Schwartz and Chapman
(1999)). Advertising inferior alternatives is commonly used marketing strategy to invoke the attraction
effect on the customers

10While Ok et al. (2008) propose a reference-dependent choice model that accounts for the attraction
effect, de Clippel and Eliaz (2009) provide a characterization for both the attraction and compromise effects
which are derived from an intra-personal bargaining problem among different selves of an individual.

11The generalization of the attraction effect lies outside the rationalization model (Cerepanov et al. (2008))
and shortlisting (Manzini and Mariotti (2007b)) since it does not satisfy the axiom called Weak WARP. We
will discuss later these models in detail.
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sky (1969); Loomes et al. (1991); Manzini and Mariotti (2007a); Mandler et al. (2008). In a

cyclical choice pattern:

c(x, y, z) = y, c(x, y) = x, c(y, z) = y, c(x, z) = z.

To accommodate this behavior in our framework, assume that x is the best and z is the

worst alternative and the DM does not pay attention to x whenever z is present (this might

be because of the negative advertising effort of z against x).12 Hence this prevents the best

alternative x being chosen from both {x, z} and {x, y, z}, so causes the cyclical behavior.

Choosing Pairwisely Unchosen (CPU)

In CPU choice pattern, the DM chooses an alternative that is never chosen from pairwise

comparisons (see Cerepanov et al. (2008) for a detail survey):

c(x, y, z) = z, c(x, y) = x, c(y, z) = y, c(x, z) = x.

In our framework, a CPU choice pattern reveals that z is the best alternative. However,

the DM does not pay attention to z unless both x and or y are present.

In addition to providing a characterization of choice by limited attention, we also study

a special case where the attention filter satisfies an additional structure. In many real-world

markets, every product is competing with each other for the space in the consideration

set of DM, who has cognitive limitations. In these situations, if an alternative attracts

attention when there are many others, then it must be considered when some of them become

unavailable. In other words, products compete to attract the attention of the consumers. If

a product is able to attract attention in a crowded supermarket shelf, the same product will

be noticed when there are fewer alternatives (Lleras et al. (2009)). We call this first class of

attention filters as strong attention filter. We then provide a characterization and investigate

the question of revealed preferences for this special class.

Finally, we study the consideration sets where the decision maker overlooks or disregard

an item because it is dominated by another item in some aspect, which we call a rationale.

12For example in sleeping aid advertisements, many of them call others “habit forming” and advertise
their own products as the one it is not. Similarly, automotive ads are all about comparing to other “inferior”
products. Most recent Chevy ads include a statement that On-Star does not come with other products that
owners of such vehicle will end up asking Chevy owners for directions.
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The decision maker uses this rationale, independently of the budget set, to remove inferior

alternatives within the available ones.

Related Literature

There are several papers closely related to ours. Manzini and Mariotti (2007b) proposes

a model in which the same fixed set of asymmetric rationales is intentionally applied to

remove inferior alternatives in a sequential manner. Cerepanov et al. (2008) offers a formal

model of rationalization. In this model, a decision maker has well-defined preferences over

alternatives. However, she cannot choose an alternative unless it can be rationalized. That

is, it must be optimal according to at least one of her rationales. Manzini and Mariotti

(2008) also considers a model where a decision maker first eliminates alternatives belonging

to some inferior category and pick the best one among remaining alternatives. Unlike the

limited attention model, a decision maker in these models is implicity assumed to consider all

available alternatives in the first stage and she intentionally eliminates several alternatives

before she proceeds to the next stage. Inability to consider all alternatives at the beginning

of the decision process is also present in Masatlioglu and Nakajima (2007). Unlike our model,

there the consideration sets evolve depending on an exogenously given starting point, and

the choice is determined through an iterative search process. Eliaz and Spiegler (2007)

analyzed a market where firms face consumers who make choices through consideration sets

which change depending on firms’ costly marketing devices. Eliaz et al. (2009) studies a very

concrete and reasonable ways to construct a consideration set. Indeed, some of consideration

sets we shall present as examples are within their models. Contrary to ours, in their paper,

the decision maker’s consideration set (called finalists) is observed and is directly investigate.

On the other hand, it is an object that must be inferred from her final choice in our paper.
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2 Choice with Limited Consideration

Let X be an arbitrary non-empty finite set and X be the set of all non-empty subsets of

X. A choice or plan assigns a unique chosen element to every non-empty feasible set. This

choice can be represented by a choice function on X , c : X → X, such that c(S) ∈ S for

every S ∈ X . Let � be a strict linear order on X. We denote the best element in S with

respect to � by max� S.

We propose a model to capture the idea of limited consideration: the DM pays attention

to only a subset of all available alternatives and picks the best alternative among them:

Definition. A choice function c is a choice with limited consideration (CLC) if there

exists a strict order � and a consideration set mapping Γ such that

c(S) = max
�

Γ (S)

where ∅ 6= Γ(S) ⊂ S is the consideration set that consists of alternatives to which the DM

considers under choice problem S.

Occasionally, we say that (Γ,�) represents c. We also mention that � represents c, which

means that there exists some consideration set mapping Γ such that (Γ,�) represents c.

2.1 Attention Filter

Without any restriction on the formation of the consideration set, Γ, any choice can be

rationalized as a CLC by allowing Γ to include only the chosen alternative. As we argue in

the introduction, the formation of consideration sets and their properties are the main focus

of the marketing literature. Let us consider some typical examples of the consideration sets

formation:

Example 1. (i) A consumer pays attention only to N-most advertised or safest cars in the

market. In case of choosing a supplier for a particular product, Dulleck et al. (2008)

showed that consumers select a shortlist of suppliers by using the price variable only

(for example, three cheapest suppliers).
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(ii) An economics department pays attention only to the top job candidate in each field for

hiring one assistant professor.

(iii) A web-search engine user pays attention only to the products appearing in the first page

of search results and/or sponsored links (Hotchkiss et al. (2004)).

(iv) A consumer pays visits only to the store which offers the most variety. Zyman (1999)

provides a real-world evidence for such behavior where each store now corresponds to a

category and consumers consider products within the most popular category. Sprite was

a well-liked drink among target consumers but it suffered from being positioned in the

lemon-lime category. After Sprite was repositioned simply as a soda (popular category)

with a lemon-lime flavor, its sales increased dramatically.

A common property across all of these examples is that removal of an alternative which

does not attract attention does not change the set of alternatives that are paid attention. For

example, in Example 1(ii), a non-top candidate of a field withdraws from the job market, the

department would still consider the same top candidates. Similarly in (iv), the store offering

the most variety does not change when the product she does not consider (i.e. not sold at

the store she visits) becomes unavailable so she stays with the store and her attention span

is not affected. We call this property of the consideration sets formation as attention filter.

Formally,

Definition. A consideration set mapping Γ is an attention filter if for any S, Γ(S) =

Γ(S \ x) whenever x 6∈ Γ(S).

Clearly, the DM who considers all of feasible alternatives as in the standard theory in

any decision problem can be viewed as an identity attention filter. As we discuss in the

introduction, the DM’s consideration set is an attention filter if inclusion of an alternative in

a consideration set is based on a trade-off between costs and benefits. These include costs of

information search and thinking about and evaluating the alternative and the evaluation of

the benefits or value from including the alternative in the consideration set for a particular
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decision problem. Another example for attention filter is the one when the source of her lim-

ited attention is due to the complete unawareness. In addition to these, as we demonstrate,

many of the heuristic presented above also generates an attention filter.

First, let us illustrate how to infer (1) the DM’s preference and (2) what she pays (and

does not pay) attention from her observed choice that is a CLC with an attention filter.

The standard theory concludes that x is preferred to y immediately when x is chosen while

y is available. To justify such an inference, one must implicity assume that she has paid

attention to y. Without this hidden assumption, we cannot make any inference because she

may prefer y but overlook it. Therefore, eliciting her preference is no longer trivial because

her choice can be attributed to her preference or her inattention.

This observation suggests that multiple pairs of a preference and an attention filter can

generate the same choice behavior. To illustrate this, consider the choice function with three

elements exhibiting a cycle:

c(xyz) = x, c(xz) = z, c(xy) = x, c(yz) = y.

One possibility is that the DM’s preference is z �1 x �1 y and she overlooks z both at

{x, y, z} and {y, z}. Another possibility is that her preference is x �2 y �2 z and she does

not pay attention to x only at {x, z} (see Table 1 for the corresponding attention filters).

Attention Filter

Preference
xyz xy yz xz

z �1 x �1 y Γ1 xy x y xz

x �2 y �2 z Γ2 xyz xy yz z

We cannot identify which of them is her true preference. Nevertheless, both of the

preferences rank x above y so if these two are the only possibilities, we can unambiguously

conclude that she prefers x to y. For the same reason, we can infer that she pays attention

to both x and y at {x, y, z} (see Table 1). This example makes it clear that we need to define

the revealed preference when multiple representations are possible.
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Definition 1. Assume c is a choice by limited attention and there are k different pairs of

preference and attention filter representing c, (Γ1,�1), (Γ2,�2), . . . , (Γk,�k). We say

• x is revealed to be preferred to y if x �i y for all i,

• x is revealed to attract attention at S if Γi(S) includes x for all i,

• x is revealed not to attract attention at S if Γi(S) excludes x for all i.

If one wants to know whether x is revealed to be preferred to y, it seems to be necessary

to check for every (Γ,�) whether it represents her choice or not, which is not practical

especially when there are many alternatives. We shall now provide a handy method to

obtain her revealed preference, attention and inattention completely.

In the example above, when Γ is an attention filter, it is possible to determine the relative

ranking between x and y. To see this, first, note that if the DM pays attention to x and

z at both {xz} and {xyz}, then we should not observe choice reversal. This means her

attention span changes when y is removed from {x, y, z}. This is possible only when she

pays attention to y at {xyz} (revealed attention). Given the fact that x is chosen from

{x, y, z} we conclude that the DM prefers x over y (revealed preference). This observation

can be easily generalized. Whenever the choices change as a consequence of removing an

alternative, the initially chosen alternative is preferred to the removed one. Formally, for

any distinct x and y, define:

xPy if there exists T such that c(T ) = x 6= c(T\y). (1)

By the argument analogous to the above, the revealed preference must include P . In

addition, we also conclude that she prefers x to z if xPy and yPz for some y, even when

xPz does not hold. Therefore, the transitive closure of P , denoted by PR, must be also

the part of her revealed preference. One may wonder whether some revealed preference is

overlooked by PR. The next proposition states that the answer is no: PR is the revealed

preference.
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Proposition 1. (Revealed Preference) Suppose c is a CLC with an attention filter. Then,

x is revealed to be preferred to y if and only if xPRy.

Next, we investigate when we can unambiguously conclude that the DM pays (or does

not pay) attention to an alternative. Consider the choice reversal above, from which we have

concluded that she prefers x to y. Therefore, whenever y is chosen, she must not have paid

attention to x (revealed inattention).

We may infer that x is revealed to attract attention at S whenever x is chosen from S

or removing x from S causes a choice reversal. Furthermore, it is possible to reach the same

conclusion even when removing x from S does not cause a choice reversal. Imagine that

the DM chooses the same item, say α 6= x, from S and T and removing x from T causes a

choice reversal, so we know x ∈ Γ(T ) for sure. Now collect all items that belong to either S

or T but not to both. Suppose all of those items are revealed to be preferred to α. Then,

those items cannot be in Γ(S) or Γ(T ). Therefore, removing those items from S or T cannot

change her consideration set. Therefore, we have

Γ(S) = Γ(S ∩ T ) = Γ(T )

and can conclude that x is not considered at S. The following proposition summarizes

this observation and also provides the full characterization of the revealed attention and

inattention.

Proposition 2. (Revealed (In)Attention) Suppose c is a CLC with an attention filter. Then,

(1) x is revealed not to attract attention at S if and only if xPRc (S)

(2) x is revealed to attract attention at S if and only if there exists T (possibly equal to S)

such that:

(i) c (T ) 6= c (T\x)

(ii) yPRc (S) for all y ∈ (T\S) ∪ (S\T )
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So far, we provide two propositions to characterize revealed preference and revealed

(in)attention. These two propositions suppose that observed choice is a CLC with an atten-

tion filter. Without this assumption, propositions are not applicable. Therefore, the question

is: how could one test whether choice data is consistent with CLC with an attention filter?

Surprisingly, it turns out that CLC with an attention filter can be simply characterized

through one observable property of choice.

Before we state our property, let’s recall the sufficient and necessary condition for ob-

served behavior to be consistent with the preference maximization under the full attention

assumption: the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference (WARP). WARP requires that every

set S has the “best” alternative x∗ that must be chosen from a set T whenever x∗ is available

and the choice from T lies in S. Formally,

WARP: For any nonempty S, there exists x∗ ∈ S such that for any T including

x∗,

c(T ) = x∗ whenever c(T ) ∈ S.

Because of the full attention assumption, being feasible is equal to attracting attention.

However, this is no longer true when we allow the possibility of limited attention. To conclude

that x∗ is chosen we need to make sure not only that the chosen element is from S and x∗

is available but also that x∗ attracts an attention. As we have discussed, we can infer it

when removing x∗ from T changes her choice, which is the additional requirement for x∗ to

be chosen from T . This discussion suggests the following axiom, which is a weakening of

WARP:

WARP with Limited Attention (WARP(LA)): For any nonempty S, there

exists x∗ ∈ S such that, for any T including x∗,

c(T ) = x∗ whenever (i) c(T ) ∈ S, and

(ii) c(T ) 6= c(T \ x∗)

WARP with Limited Attention indeed guarantees that the binary relation P defined in

(1) is acyclic and it fully characterizes the class of choice functions generated by an attention
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filter.

Lemma 1. P is acyclic if and only if c satisfies WARP with Limited Attention.

Proof. (The if-part) Suppose P ′ has a cycle: x1Px2P · · ·PxkPx1. Then for each i = 1, . . . k−

1 there exists Ti such that xi = c(Ti) 6= c(Ti \ xi+1) and xk = c(Tk) 6= c(Tk \ x1). Consider

the set {x1, . . . , xk} ≡ S. Then, for every x ∈ S, there exists T such that c(T ) ∈ S and

c(T \ {x}) 6= c(T ) but x 6= c(T ), so WARP with Limited Attention is violated.

(The only-if part) Suppose P is acyclic. Then every S has at least one element x such that

there is no y ∈ S with yPx, which means that there is no y ∈ S with y = c(T ) 6= c(T \ x).

Equivalently, whenever c(T ) ∈ S and c(T ) 6= c(T \ x), it must be x = c(T ), which is WARP

with Limited Attention.

Theorem 1. (Characterization) c satisfies WARP with Limited Attention if and only if c is

a CLC with an attention filter.

Proof. The proof is given in the appendix.

Theorem 1 shows that a CLC with an attention filter is captured by a single behavioral

postulate. This makes it possible to test our model non-parametrically by using the standard

revealed-preference technique a la Samuelson and to derive decision maker’s preferences and

attention filter based on Proposition 1 and 2 from observed choice data. Before we move to

the next section, we revisit Choosing Pairwisely Unchosen to illustrate how one can use the

results in this section.

c(x, y, z) = z, c(x, y) = x, c(y, z) = y, c(x, z) = x.

First, let us illustrate that this choice behavior satisfies WARP(LA). Take S = {x, y, z}.

Since removing x or y from S changes the choice and c(S) = z, neither of them can serve

as x∗. So the only candidate is z, hence we need to check that the cases where removing z

changes the choice. This happens only when T = S, so we must have c(T ) = z, which is the

case. Hence our axiom is satisfied for S = {x, y, z}. Notice that only c(S) can serve the role

of x∗ for S = {x, y, z}. However, this is not always the case.13 Let S be {x, z}. c(S)(= x)

13Note that x∗ in WARP is always equal to c(S).
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cannot be x∗ for this set. Take T = {x, y, z}. While c(T ) lies in S and removing x from T

changes the choice, c(T ) is not equal to x. On the other hand, z does the job for {x, z}. It

is routine to check the rest.

Since the choice behavior satisfies WARP(LA), it is a CLC with an attention filter by

Theorem 1, so Proposition 1 and 2 are applicable. Given that removing x or y from {x, y, z}

changes the choice, they must have drawn the attention (revealed attention). Combining this

with the fact that c(x, y, z) = z reveals z is the best alternative (revealed preference). Given

the revealed preference and choices from binary sets, the DM must not not pay attention to

z in any binary comparisons (revealed inattention). Hence the consideration set mapping is

uniquely pinned down:

Γ(xyz) = xyz, Γ(xy) = x, Γ(yz) = y, and Γ(xz) = x.

2.2 Strong Attention Filter

In the last section, we study the class of CLC with an attention filter where removal of an

overlooked alternative does not change the consideration set. Since there is no requirement

on consideration sets when alternative that are paid attention becomes unavailable, this class

is rather general. However, this was intentional so that we can provide revealed preference

and revealed (in)attention results without imposing too much structure.

We argue that there is another plausible requirement one might like to impose on people’s

attention filters. In many real-world markets, every product is competing with each other

for the space in the consideration set of the DM, who has cognitive limitations. In these

situations, if an alternative attracts attention when there are many others, then it must be

considered when some of them become unavailable. If a product is able to attract attention

in a crowded supermarket shelf, the same product will be noticed when there are fewer

alternatives.

This suggest that we should study the case where an attention filter satisfies the following

extra property:14

14The companion paper, Lleras et al. (2009), extensively investigates consideration sets that satisfies only
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Definition. An attention filter Γ is called strong attention filter if for any S and T ,

x ∈ Γ(T ) implies x ∈ Γ(S) whenever x ∈ S ⊂ T .

Indeed, all of heuristic ways of generating a consideration set discussed in the previous

subsection are strong attention filters except the last one.

First let us characterize the reveled preference when Γ is known to be a strong attention

filter. To do this, we revisit the cyclical choice behavior where we know that while x is

revealed to preferred to y, there is no other revealed preference (see Proposition 1). Since

any strong attention filter is an attention filter, we must have x is revealed to preferred to y.

Interestingly, we can uniquely pin down the preference for this example when Γ is a strong

attention filter.

To see this, first note that c(xyz) = x implies that the DM pays attention to x at {x, y, z}

so does she at {x, z} (revealed attention). Since she picks z from {x, z}, we can conclude

that she prefers z over x (revealed preference). Therefore, her preference is uniquely pinned

down: z � x � y.

Now let us generalize this observation. Suppose we observe c(T ) 6= c(T \ y). Then we

conclude that y must be paid attention to at T . Since Γ is a strong attention filter, y must

attract attention not only at T but also at any decision problem S smaller than T including

y. Therefore, if c(S) 6= y, c(S) is revealed to be preferred to y. Formally, for any distinct

pair of x and y define:

xP ′y if there exist S and T such that {x, y} ⊂ S ⊂ T and x = c(S), c(T ) 6= c(T \ y) (2)

Notice that c(T ) 6= c(T \ c(T )). This implies that c(T ) must have been considered not

only at T but also at any decision problem S smaller than T including c(T ) since Γ is a

strong attention filter. Therefore, whenever {c(T )} ⊂ S ⊂ T and c(T ) 6= c(S), we have

c(S) � c(T ). Indeed this is the way we infer z is better than x in the previous paragraph.

As before, if xP ′y and yP ′z for some y, we also conclude that she prefers x to z even

this property.
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when xPz does not hold. The following proposition states that the transitive closure of P ′,

denoted by P ′R is the revealed preference.

Proposition 3. Suppose c is a CLC with a strong attention filter. Then, x is revealed to be

preferred to y if and only if xP ′Ry.

Proof. The if-part has been already demonstrated. The only-if part can be shown paralleled

with Theorem 2, where we shall show that any � including P ′R represents c by choosing Γ

properly.

Strong attention filter captures the idea that an alternative that is not paid attention in

a smaller set cannot attract attention when there are more alternatives. Hence, situations

where presence of some alternatives reminds the DM the existence of some other alternatives

are compatible with the attention filter but not with the strong attention filter.

The example of “choosing pairwisely unchosen”, which was studied earlier, perfectly

highlights this distinction between attention filter and strong attention filter structures.

Recall that the only attention filter that can explain the behavior is the following.

Γ(xyz) = xyz, Γ(xz) = x, Γ(yz) = y, and Γ(xz) = x.

Here, the presence of both x and y is needed to pay attention to z. In other words, while

z draws the attention from a big selection, it is not considered from a restrictive selection.

Hence this is not a strong attention filter. Since this is the only possible attention filter,

we can immediately conclude that this choice cannot be explained by a strong attention

filter. We can also reach the same conclusion by using revealed preference: the DM’s choice

exhibits two choice reversals: (1) between {x, y, z} and {x, z} and (2) between {x, y, z} and

{y, z}. Based on Proposition 3, the first one implies that her preference must be x � z � y

and the second reveals y � z � x, which are contradicting.

Next, we provide a characterization for CLC with a strong attention filter. The axiom we

propose is a stronger version of WARP with Limited Attention. Remember that WARP(LA)

requires that every set S has the “best” alternative x∗ and it must be chosen from any other

decision problem T as long as it attracts an attention. Remember that, with an attention
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filter, an alternative, say x∗, attracts attention at a choice set, T , when if removing it changes

the choice, i.e., c(T ) 6= c(T \ x∗). Now that we assume the attention filter is strong, we can

also conclude it when we know x∗ is paid attention to at some bigger decision problem

T ′ ⊃ T by observing c(T ′) 6= c(T ′ \ x∗). Therefore, we need to modify the requirement in

WARP(LA): if the removal of x∗ changes the choice in some super set of T , then it attracts

attention at T . We called this axiom Strong Axiom of Revealed Preference with Limited

Attention.

SARP(LA) For any nonempty S, there exists x∗ ∈ S such that for any T 3 x∗,
c(T ) = x∗ whenever (i) c(T ) ∈ S, and

(ii) c(T ′) 6= c(T ′ \ x∗) for some T ′ ⊃ T

It turns out that SARP with Limited Attention is the necessary and sufficient condition

for CLC with a strong attention filter. Indeed, it is equivalent to the acyclicity of the revealed

preference, P ′R.

Theorem 2. (Characterization) c satisfies SARP with Limited Attention if and only if c is

a CLC with a strong attention filter.

Theorem 2 characterizes a special of class of choice behaviour studied we studied earlier.

Similar to Theorem 1, the characterization involves a single behavioral postulate which is

stronger that WARP with Limited Attention. We show that while this model has higher

predictive power, which comes with diminishing explanatory power: “choosing pairwisely

unchosen” is no longer within the model.

We finalize this section by revisiting the Attraction Effect:

c(x, y, z) = y, c(x, y) = x, c(y, z) = y, c(x, z) = x.

It is routine to verify that this choice behavior satisfies SARP with Limited Attention

by showing that c(S) serves the role of x∗ for all S. Hence Theorem 2 implies that it is

consistent with a CLC with a strong attention filter and by assuming it we can identify her

preference to be x � y � z. The choice reversal between {x, y, z} and {x, y} yields that her

preference must be x � y � z. In addition to that one can derive the unique consideration
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set mapping:

Γ(xyz) = yz, Γ(xy) = xy, Γ(yz) = yz, and Γ(xz) = xz.

2.3 Attention Filters Generated by Rationales

Here, we also consider a natural special case whereby the decision maker overlooks or dis-

regard an item because it is dominated by another item in some aspect. This aspect is

summarized by a irreflexive and transitive binary relation, which we call a rationale. The

decision maker uses this rationale, independently of the budget set, to remove inferior alter-

natives within the available ones. For instance,

• A social planner first eliminates all Pareto inefficient allocations and the chooses the

one that minimizes Gini coefficient.

• An economic department considers only top job candidates in each field (micro, macro,

etc.) for one tenure-track position.

In these examples, there exists a rationale identifies a shortlist of candidate alternatives

which are not dominated. For instance, in the first one, the rationale is Pareto-dominance.15

We denote a rationale over X by � and an attention filter generated by Γ�, that is:

Γ�(S) = {x ∈ S| @y ∈ S s.t. y � x} ,

for all S ∈ X . Here, the decision maker does not pay attention to x at decision problem S

if and only if there is another alternative y ∈ S that dominates x according to the rationale.

It is easy to see that Γ� is indeed a special class of attention filters.

Here we illustrate that Γ� is a strong attention filter. First note that Γ�(T ) ⊂ Γ�(S)

for all S ⊂ T . To see this, assume z ∈ Γ�(T ). Then there exists no alternative in T �-

dominates z, which implies that z is �-undominated in any subset of T , so z ∈ Γ�(S) for

all S ⊂ T . Particularly, we have Γ�(S) ⊂ Γ�(S \ x) for any x ∈ S. Now we need to show

that Γ�(S \ x) ⊂ Γ�(S) when x /∈ Γ�(S). Suppose x, y ∈ S \Γ�(S). Then, there must exist

15The special case in which the rationale always yields a unique maximal element corresponds to the
standard model of rationality.
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z ∈ S \ x such that z � x. If x� y, then by the transitivity, z � y as well so y 6∈ Γ�(S \ x).

If it is not x � y, then what eliminates y at S is also included in S \ x so y 6∈ Γ�(S \ x).

Therefore, Γ� is a strong attention filter.

Since Γ� is a strong attention filter, SARP with limited attention is a necessary condition

for CLC with an attention filter generated by a rationale. In addition to that there is another

necessary condition:

Expansion: If x = c(S) = c(T ), then x = c(S ∪ T ).

Manzini and Mariotti (2007b) dub this property Expansion, and it directly rules out

Attraction Effect type of anomalies. It says that an alternative chosen from each of two

sets is also chosen from their union. To see that it is necessary, assume (Γrhd,�) represents

c and x = c(S) = c(T ). The latter implies that x is the �-best element in both Γ�(S)

and Γ�(T ). Hence x is �-undominated in both S and T , so x is in Γ�(S ∪ T ). Since

Γ�(S ∪ T ) ⊂ Γ�(S) ∪ Γ�(T ), x is also the �-best Γ�(S ∪ T ). Hence x = c(S ∪ T ).

Therefore, if an attention filter of our decision maker is generated by a rationale, then

her choice must satisfy Expansion, as well as Strong WARP with Limited Attention. Indeed

its converse is true so these two axioms characterize such choice functions.

Theorem 3. (Characterization) c satisfies SARP with Limited Attention and Expansion if

and only if there exist a preference � and a rationale � such that c is represented by (Γ�,�).

The proof of Theorem 3 is given in the Appendix.

Now, we argue that the class of choice behavior characterized in Theorem 3 is a specific

subclass of Manzini and Mariotti (2007b)’s rational shortlist method. Similar to our model,

the shortlist method operates through two binary relations P1 (acyclic) and P2 (asymmet-

ric): the decision maker filters out P1-dominated alternatives and selects P2-best among

them. Unlike our model, P2 is allowed to be cyclic. Hence, our model is a rational shortlist

method where P2 is preference and P1 is transitive. Indeed, it is a strict subset of shortlist

method. Before we illustrate this, we remind the second axiom, Weak WARP, used in the
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characterization of the rational shortlist method. The axiom says that if an alternative x is

chosen both when only y is also available and when y and other set of alternatives, T , are

available, then y is not chosen from any subset of T whenever x is available. Formally,

Weak WARP: Suppose {x, y} ⊂ S ⊂ T . If x = c(xy) = c(T ), then y 6= c(S).

Example 2. The following example satisfies Weak WARP and Expansion but violates SARP

with Limited Attention. There are five alternatives: a, b, c, d, x. The decision maker has

two rationales: one is acyclic P1 = {(c, a), (d, b), (a, x)} and the second one is asymmetric

including {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, a), (x, d)}. Note that P2 is cyclical. The decision maker

sequentially applies P1 and P2 to make a choice as in the shortlisting method.16 Now we show

that this choice behavior violates SARP with Limited Attention at S = {a, b, c, d}. In other

words, there is no alternative in S which serves the role of x∗ in the axiom. For example,

the alternative a changes the choice (c(d, x) 6= c(a, d, x)) but it is not chosen (c(a, d) 6= a and

{a, d} ⊂ {a, d, x}).

16One can define P2 completely so that there is a unique survivor of this two-stage elimination, hence this
is a well-defined choice function that is a rational shortlist method. Since our aim is to show that it violates
SARP with Limited Attention, we define necessary part of P2.
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3 Conclusion

This paper illustrates when and how one can deduce both the preference and consideration

sets of a decision maker who follows a CLC with an attention filter. For instance, if a product

is not popular in a market, it is very important for a firm to know the reason, which can be

either it is not liked by consumers or it does not attract attentions of consumers. Our model

provides a theoretical ground to distinguish these two possibilities and help it choose a right

remedy. Similarly, the social planner can find a proper strategy to make sure that people

chooses the right option in 401(K), health insurance and so on.

Although our model may not yield a complete identification of a preference and consid-

eration sets, we demonstrate how we can make the identification stronger when we know

extra knowledge about her consideration set formation such as a strong attention filter or a

rationale.

Since our identification strategy relies on the assumption that a decision maker follows

a CLC with an attention filter or its special cases, we provide the characterization for each

of our model by weakening the weak axiom of the revealed preference to make it our model

behaviorally testable.
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4 Appendix

The Proofs of Proposition 1, Proposition 2 and Theorem 1

The if-parts of Propositions 1, 2.1 and 2.2 have been shown in the main text. The if-part
of Theorem 1 is immediate from Lemma 1 because if c is a CLC with an attention filter
represented by (Γ,�) then � must include P , which cannot be cyclical so c must satisfy
WARP with Limited Attention.

Next, we prove the only-if part of Theorem 1. Suppose c satisfies WARP with Limited
Attention. By Lemma 1, P is acyclic so there is a preference � that includes P and define

Γ(S) = {x ∈ S : c(S) � x} ∪ {c(S)}

Then, it is clear that c(S) is the unique�-best element in Γ(S) so all we need to show is that Γ
is an attention filter. Suppose x ∈ S but x 6∈ Γ(S) (so x 6= c(S)). By construction, x � c(S)
so it cannot be c(S)Px. Hence, it must be c(S) = c(S \ x) so we have Γ(S) = Γ(S \ x).

This also proves the only-if part of Proposition 1 and 2.1. This is because the choice
of � is arbitrary as long as it includes P (automatically it includes PR as well), so we can
represent c by (Γ,�) such that y � x unless yPRx and with x ∈ Γ(S) unless xPRc(S).

Finally, we show the only-if part of Proposition 2.2. Suppose there is no T that satisfies
the condition. We shall prove that if c is a CLC with an attention filter then it can be
represented by some attention filter Γ with x 6∈ Γ(S). If c(S)PRx does not hold, we have
already shown that c can be represented with x � c(S) and x 6∈ Γ(S) so x is not revealed to
attract attention at S, so we focus on the case when c(S)PRx.

Now construct a binary relation, P̃ , where aP̃ b if and only if “aPRb” or “a = c(S) and
not bPRc(S).” That is, P̃ puts c(S) as high as possible as long as it does not contradict PR.
Since PR is acyclic and c is represented by an attention filter, one can show that P̃ is also
acyclic. Given this, take any preference relation � that includes P̃ , which includes PR as
well. We have already shown that Γ̃(S) ≡ {z ∈ S : c(S) � z} ∪ {c(S)} is an attention filter
and (Γ̃,�) represents c. Now define Γ as follows :

Γ (S ′) =

{
Γ̃ (S ′) for S ′ /∈ D

Γ̃ (S ′) \ {x} for S ′ ∈ D
where D is a collections of sets such that

D =

{
S ′ ⊂ X :

c (S ′) = c (S) and
zPRc (S ) for all z ∈ (S\S ′) ∪ (S ′\S)

}
That is, Γ is obtained from Γ̃ by removing from x for any budget set S ′ where c(S) = c(S ′)

and any item that belongs to S or S ′ but not to both is revealed to be better than c(S).
Notice that x cannot be c(S) because if so the condition of the statement is satisfied for
T = S. Hence, Γ(S ′) ⊂ Γ̃(S ′) always includes c(S ′). Furthermore the proof of Theorem 1
shows that (Γ̃,�) represents c. Therefore, (Γ,�) also represents c so we only need to show
that Γ is an attention filter.

To do that, it is useful to notice that Γ̃ is an attention filter and c(T ′) = c(T ′′) whenever
Γ̃(T ′) = Γ̃(T ′′) because (Γ̃,�) represents c.
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Suppose y 6∈ Γ(T ). We shall prove Γ(T ) = Γ(T \ y).

Case 1. y = x
If T 6∈ D, then we have Γ(T ) = Γ̃(T ) = Γ̃(T \ x) = Γ(T \ x). If T ∈ D, then it must be
c(T ) = c(T \ x) (otherwise, the condition of the statement is satisfied) so by construction of
Γ̃ and Γ, we have Γ(T ) = Γ̃(T ) \ x = Γ̃(T \ x) = Γ(T \ x).

Case 2. T ∈ D and y 6= x
Since y 6∈ Γ(T ) is equivalent to y 6∈ Γ̃(T ), we have Γ̃(T ) = Γ̃(T \ y). Therefore, c(T \ y) =
c(T ) = c(S). By construction of Γ and Γ̃, it must be y � c(S), which implies yPRc(S) by
construction of �. Therefore, T \y ∈ D. Therefore, Γ(T ) = Γ̃(T )\x = Γ̃(T \y)\x = Γ(T \y).

Case 3. T 6∈ D and y 6= x
If T \ y ∈ D, analogously to the previous case, we have c(T ) = c(T \ y) = c(S) and yPRc(S)
so it must be T ∈ D, which is a contradiction. Hence, T \ y 6∈ D so we have Γ(T ) = Γ̃(T ) =
Γ̃(T \ y) = Γ(T \ y).

The Proof of Theorem 2

Define xP ′′y if and only if there exist T and T ′ with x, y ∈ T ⊂ T ′ such that

x = c(T ) and c(T ′) 6= c(T ′ \ y)

Lemma 2. P ′′ is acyclic if and only if c satisfies Strong Consistency.

The proof of Lemma 2 is completely analogous to earlier Lemma, so we skip it.

Let P ′′R be the transitive closure of P ′′ and let � be any arbitrary completion of P ′′R.
For every S, we call B ⊂ S is a minimum block of S if and only if c(S) 6= c(S \ B) but
c(S) = c(S \B′) for any B′ ( B. Given this, define Γ recursively as follows:

1. Γ(X) consists of the �-worst element of each of X’s minimum block.

2. Suppose Γ has been already defined for all proper supersets of S. Then, define Γ(S)

(a) First, put x ∈ S into Γ(S) if x ∈ Γ(T ) for some T ) S.

(b) If there is a minimum block of S that does not have an element in Γ(S) according
to the above, pick the �-worst element into Γ(S).

Lemma 3. For any S,

(i) {c(S)} is a minimum block of S. There is no other minimum block that includes c(S).

(ii) If B is a minimum block of S other than {c(S)}, then c(S) � x for all x ∈ B.

(iii) If c(T ) 6= c(S) and T ) S, then T has a minimum block that is a subset of T \ S.
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Proof. Part (i) and (iii) are obvious so only prove Part (ii). Let B′ = B \ {x} (it may be
empty). Then we have

c(S) = c(S \B′) 6= c((S \B′) \ x)

Therefore, we have c(S)P ′′x so it must be c(S) � x.

Claim 1. Γ is a strong attention filter.

Proof. Γ is an attention filter by construction so we shall prove that Γ is a strong attention
filter. Suppose x, y ∈ S, x, y /∈ Γ(S), but y ∈ Γ(S \ x). Then there exists T ⊃ S such that
(i) T \ x has a minimum block B and y is the worst element in B and (ii) none of elements
in B is included in Γ(T ′) for any T ′ ) T \ x.

Then, we must have c(T ) = c(T \x). Otherwise {x} is a minimum block of T ′ so we have
x ∈ Γ(T ′) that implies x ∈ Γ(S). Therefore, we have

c(T ) = c(T \ x) 6= c((T \ x) \B) = c(T \ ({x} ∪B))

Therefore, by Lemma 3 (iii), T has a minimum block that is a subset of x ∪ B so at least
one element in x ∪B must be in Γ(T ), which is a contradiction.

Now we want to show that (�,Γ) represents c. Since Lemma 3 (i) implies that c(S) ∈
Γ(S), all we need to show is that c(S) � y for all y ∈ Γ(S) \ {c(S)}.

Claim 2. If y ∈ Γ(S) and y 6= c(S), then c(S) � y.

Proof. Since y ∈ Γ(S), there exists T ⊃ S such that y ∈ Γ(T ). Furthermore, T has a
minimum block B where y is the worst element and none of elements in B is in Γ(T ′) for
any T ′ ) T . There are three easy cases: (i) if c(S) = c(T ) then by Lemma 3 (ii) we have
c(S) = c(T ) � y, (ii) if y = c(T ) then we have c(S)P ′′y so it must be c(S) � y, and finally
(iii) if c(S) ∈ B, then c(S) � y by the construction. Therefore, we only need investigate the
case when y 6= c(T ) 6= c(S) and c(S) /∈ B. Note that c(T ) � y in this case by Lemma 3 (ii).

Now let S ′ = S \B. Since y ∈ B, S ′ is a proper subset of S.

Case 4. c(S ′′) 6= c(S) for some S ′′ where S ′ ⊂ S ′′ ⊂ S.
By Lemma 3 (iii), S has a minimum block B′ that is a subset of S \ S ′′ ⊂ B. Since

c(S) /∈ B′(⊂ B), every element in B′ is worse than c(S) by Lemma 3 (ii). Since y is the
worst element in B that is a superset of B′, we conclude c(S) � y.

Case 5. c(S ′′) = c(S) for all S ′′ where S ′ ⊂ S ′′ ⊂ S.
Since y 6= c(T ) = c(T \ (B \ y)) 6= c(T \B), and c(S \ (B \ {y})) ∈ T \ (B \ {y}), we have

c(S \ (B \ {y})) P ′′ y. Therefore, c(S) � y because of c(S \ (B \ {y})) = c(S).

The Proof of Theorem 3

We have already shown the if-part of the statement in the main text so we shall show the
only-if part. Take any completion of P ′′, denoted by �. (P ′ is defined in the proof of 2.
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Such � exists because Strong Consistency guarantees that P ′′ is acyclic. Then define x�′ y
if and only if

y � x and x = c (xy)

Since x�′ y only if y � x and � is a preference, �′ is acyclic. Let � be the transitive closure
of �′. It is acyclic as well. Therefore, all we need to show is that (Γ�,�) represents c.

Lemma 4. If y � c(S), then y /∈ Γ�(S)

Proof. Let x = c(S). The statement is trivial when y /∈ S so assume y ∈ S. Since � is the
transitive closure of �′, it is Γ� (S) ⊂ Γ�′ (S) so it is enough to show y /∈ C�′ (S).

The statement is true when |S| = 2 by the definition of �′. Suppose there exists S and
y ∈ S such that y � x and y ∈ Γ� (S). Without loss of generality, assume that S has
the smallest cardinality among such sets. We shall lead a contradiction by showing several
claims.

Claim 3. For any S ′ ( S, x 6= c (S ′) whenever y ∈ S ′.

Proof. Since y ∈ Γ�′ (S), it must be y ∈ Γ�′ (S ′) as well. If x = c(S ′) then this violates
the assumption that S has the smallest cardinality at which the statement of Lemma 4 is
violated.

Now consider all budget sets that can be obtained by removing one element from S.
Notice that there are |S| such decision problems and only elements in S may be chosen from
those sets.

Claim 4. For any z ∈ S, there exists z′ ∈ S\ {z} such that z = c (S\z′).

Proof. Suppose not. By the pigeonhole principle, there must exist α ∈ S such that

α = c (S\β) = c (S\γ)

for some distinct β, γ ∈ S. By Expansion, c (S) = α so it must be α = x. Since y must be
included either in S \ α or S \ β, Claim 3 implies that x 6= c(S \ α) or x 6= c(S \ β). This is
a contradiction.

Claim 5. x = c (S\y) and y = c (S\x).

Proof. The combination of Claim 3 and 4 immediately implies x = c (S\y). By Claim 4, y
must be chosen from S\z for some z ∈ S. If z 6= x, then then we have yP ′x so it must be
y � x. Therefore, it cannot be y �′ x. Hence, y = c (S\x).

Now take any z ∈ S\ {x, y}. (Notice that |S| ≥ 3). If |S| = 3, Claim 4 requires
z = c (S\x) or z = c (S\y) but both possibilities are excluded by Claim 5. Suppose |S| ≥ 4.
Let α = c (S\z). By Claim 4 and Claim 5, α ∈ S\ {x, y, z}. Hence, we have αP ′x so it must
be α � x. Now consider c (S\α), which must be something other than x. Hence, we have
xP ′α so is x � α. This is a contradiction. Therefore, there is no S such that x = c(S) but
y ∈ S so Lemma 4 is proven.

Lemma 5. c (S) ∈ Γ� (S).
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Proof. Let x = c (S) but there exists y ∈ S such that y � x. If y �′ x (i.e. before taking the
transitive closure), then it must be x � y and c (xy) = y. c(xy) = y and c(S) = x imply
yP ′x so we cannot have x � y, which is a contradiction. Therefore, it cannot be y �′ x. so
there must exist z1, . . . , zk such that

y �′ z1 �′ z2 �′ · · ·�′ zk �′ x.

By definition of �′ it must be

x � zk � · · · � z2 � z1 � y

and
c (yz1) = y, c (z1z2) = z1, . . . , c (zk−1zk) = zk−1, c (zkx) = zk

Since x � y, we cannot have y = c (xy) (if so, it would be y �′ x and we have shown that it
would lead a contradiction.) so it must be x = c (xy).

Now consider c (xyz1, . . . , zk). It cannot be x because, if so, it must be zkP
′x so is zk � x.

It cannot be zi (because if so zi−1 � zi or y � z1). Therefore, it must be y = c (xyz1, . . . , zk) .
Since x = c (xy), there must exist i such that:

y = c (xyzizi+1, . . . zk) 6= c (xyzi+1, . . . , zk)

which implies yP ′zi so y � zi. This is a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that there is
no y ∈ S such that y � x.

These two lemmas prove that c is represented by (Γ�,�).
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